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AERA SIC Education, Science and Technology 

The Climate Visualizer: Sense-Making Through 
Scientific Visualization 

Douglas N.  ord din,^?^ Joseph L. polman,' and Roy D. pea1 

This paper describes the design of a learning environment, called the Climate Visualizer, 
intended to facilitate scientific sense-making in high school classrooms by providing students 
the ability to craft, inspect, and annotate scientific visualizations. The theoretical back- 
ground for our design presents a view of learning as acquiring and critiquing cultural prac- 
tices and stresses the need for students to appropriate the social and material aspects of 
practice when learning an area. This is followed by a description of the design of the Cli- 
mate Visualizer, including detailed accounts of its provision of spatial and temporal context 
and the quantitative and visual representations it employs. A broader context is then ex- 
plored by describing its integration into the high school science classroom. This discussion 
explores how visualizations can promote the creation of scientific theories, especially in 
conjunction with the Collaboratory Notebook, an embedded environment for creating and 
critiquing scientific theories and visualizations. Finally, we discuss the design trade-offs we 
have made in light of our theoretical orientation, and our hopes for further progress. 

KEY WOR1)S: Visualization; educational technology; projcct-enhanced science learning; climate; net- 
working; telecommunications. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes the design of a learning 
env i ronment ,  called t h e  Climate Visualizer,  in- 
tended to  facilitate scientific sense-making (Newman 
et al., 1994) in high school classrooms. T h e  Climate 
Visualizer provides students the possibilities of craft- 
ing, inspecting, and annotating scientific visualiza- 
tions (SciVs). O u r  focus on  SciV derives from a n  
attempt to  promote students' appropriation of the 
practices of scientists, thus allowing for more situ- 
ated learning in the manner of cognitive apprentice- 
ship (Brown et al., 1989). SciV is both increasingly 
important to  the practice of science and has signifi- 
cant potential within science education (Gordin and 
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Pea, 1994). When students create and analyze SciVs, 
they are  using the same tools and data sets a s  prac- 
ticing scientists, thus helping them to join scientific 
communities of practice. This participation can also 
help students realize that science is a dynamic field 
where a primary activity is the design and analysis 
of theories, rather than the memorization of facts 
and processes (Linn et al., 1994). Through examining 
SciVs, students can come to perceive formerly inac- 
cessible physical processes, thus allowing them to  
observe patterns and construct theories to  explain 
those regularities. However, we believe there are  se- 
rious obstacles before  s tudents  can appropr ia te  
SciV. The  goal of the Climate Visualizer is to pro- 
vide a scaffolding for students to surmount these dif- 
ficulties. These scaffolds take the following forms: 
Ease the task of crafting visualizations by providing 
powerful affordances (Gibson, 1977) for their speci- 
fication and sufficient context for their interpreta- 
tion; p romote  thei r  use  within meaning-making 
conversations and their use within the creation of 
scientific theories; foster a community of scientific 
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inquiry through a shared inscriptional system that in- 
corporates SciVs; and employ a project-enhanced 
science learning pedagogy (Ruopp et al., 1993) that 
emphasizes student-designed and -conducted re- 
search projects with guidance and facilitation by 
teachers and others. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: 
First, the Introduction defines the goals of the Cli- 
mate Visualizer, a description of SciV, and an exam- 
ple of a student project that used the Climate 
Visualizer. Second, in Theoretical Basis and Design 
Principles for the Climate Visualizer, the theoretical 
motivations behind our program of having students 
appropriate SciVs are described and the methods of 
scaffolding this appropriation through the Climate 
Visualizer are presented. Third, in Crafting Scientific 
Visualizations with the Climate Visualizer, the spe- 
cific design of the Climate Visualizer's scaffolding 
support for students is scrutinized. Attention is paid 
to the screen layout and the provision of spatial and 
temporal context. In addition, the quantitative and 
visual representations used by the Climate Visualizer 
are described. Fourth, in The Climate Visualizer in 
the Classroom Environment, the larger context of use 
within classrooms is described. This includes a dis- 
cussion of how project-enhanced science learning can 
promote student motivation and interest and student 
collaboration through a shared inscriptional system. 

What is Scientific Visualization? 

SciVs are colorful pictures, formed from ab- 
stract data, that often attempt to appear similar to 
the phenomena being represented. An example of 
such a visualization is a color map of the world 
where the color indicates the temperature. A rain- 
bow spectrum is employed, where blue stands for 
cold and red for warm, much as it is on television 
weather reports. We produce SciVs such as these 
with the Climate Visualizer by using archival data 
from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) 
through a widely distributed CD-ROM. Several fea- 
tures of this example are salient. First, color is used 
evocatively to indicate varying magnitudes, where 
our prior associations with these colors correctly an- 
ticipate their use. Second, an abstract quality, 
namely temperature, is illustrated visually. Third, the 
spatial distribution of the data is indicated through 
the use of space in the visualization, thus not requir- 
ing separate references to connect temperature val- 
ues to spatial locations, as would be required by 

tabular data. Fourth, the data have been processed 
through models achieving an even distribution or 
gridding of data values. Fifth, the data are rendered 
by high speed computer graphics. 

The techniques of SciV have become increas- 
ingly popular and have proven useful to scientists in 
the pursuit of inquiries into realms with spatial and 
temporal components and also in providing a com- 
pelling inscriptional system to present and discuss 
models and theories. Applications of SciV in atmos- 
pheric science, medicine, materials science, fluid dy- 
namics, and astronomy have become commonplace 
(Borroughs, 1991; Brodie et al., 1992; McCormick et 
al.,  1987; Kaufman and Smarr, 1993). 

Student Inquiry Aided by the Climate Visualizer 

The example below shows some of the ways 
we have already seen students finding and pursuing 
a scientific question with the Climate Visualizer. 
This story has been reconstructed from field notes 
of participant observers at a workshop in the sum- 
mer of 1993. The use of the Climate Visualizer by 
high school teachers and students during this week- 
long workshop at Northwestern University provided 
us with formative evaluation for the software and 
pedagogical approach described in this paper. The 
Climate Visualizer has not had intensive use in high 
schools as of this writing; however it will be used in 
several classes at two Illinois high schools starting 
in the autumn of 1993. In this example, some minor 
details have been changed for purposes of clarity, 
and the actual names have been changed. The story 
involves two high school students (Keith and Bob) 
working with the Climate Visualizer, a high school 
teacher (Stan), and a workshop facilitator (Gregg). 

Gesturing to a colorful map of the Northern 
Hemisphere, where temperature was depicted as 
colors and the altitude of pressure3 as contour lines, 
Keith asked, "Why is the altitude lower at the Poles 
than near the equator?" This thoughtful question 
followed an earlier debate over whether a high al- 
titude implied high or  low pressure at the surface. 
That debate, between several high school students 
and educators, had concluded altitude and pressure 
were correlated, so a high altitude indicated a high 
pressure zone. During their conversation, the white 

 h he "altitude of pressure" refers to the height of a constant pres- 
sure level above sea level. Pressure is commonly used as an in- 
dependent variable and altitude as a dependent variable in me- 
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board in the classroom-sized workroom had become 
full of illustrative diagrams as various metaphors 
were tried. 

Keith's question evoked a new eruption of con- 
versation as new conjectures were expounded that 
explained the altitudes he had seen in the Climate 
Visualizer screen. "The atmosphere is thinner at the 
North Pole, so the altitude of pressure has to come 
down lower," explained Gregg, one of the workshop 
facilitators. "No, it's that the air at the North Pole 
is colder so it stays close to the surface. That's what 
causes the low pressure," countered Stan, a high 
school teacher. 

The debate continued until lunch with differ- 
ent hypotheses being advanced and illustrated. Bob, 
another high school student, exclaimed, "Arguing 
about these ideas has been great, it's fun to try and 
figure out what altitude means here." This discus- 
sion took place early in the week of our formative 
evaluation of the Climate Visualizer. Like many 
questions brought up, it might have not come up 
again, but Keith had been struck by this question 
and wanted to see it through. Later in the week, 
when the students were given time to develop a pro- 
ject, Keith knew exactly what he wanted to investi- 
gate. H e  enlisted his fellow student Bob in the 
project, and the two of them started by writing down 
their question and their conjecture. 

Question: Why is the altitude of pressure 
higher at the Equator and lower at the North Pole? 

Conjecture: Near the North Pole the air is 
colder, so it is closer to the surface of the earth. At 
the equator the air is warmer, so it rises higher 
above the surface of the earth. 

Getting the question and conjecture written 
down took a while. First, they had to remember ex- 
actly what the question and conjecture were and 
then they had to find the words to express them. 
After they had written it, Bob said, "We're done 
now, so can we do something else?" Gregg encour- 
aged them to go on by saying, "You've expressed 
your question and your conjecture, but what support 
do you have for it? Are you sure that the North Pole 
always has a lower altitude? If it does, how can you 
check if your conjecture has support?" 

Spurred by this challenge, Keith and Bob used 
the Climate Visualizer to query SciVs at the North 
Pole and near the Equator to find specific altitudes 
and temperatures and entered them into a spread- 
sheet that Gregg helped them design. The table they 
constructed had columns for the temperature and al- 
titude at the North Pole and near the Equator at 
two different pressure levels, 850 mb and 200 mb; 
they filled it in by simply clicking at the locations 
on the SciVs and then reading the values off the 
screen. They then calculated the differences in tem- 
perature and altitude between the two locations at 
the different pressure levels and the percentage 
change that these differences represented. After 
they had laboriously put the data together and 
added it to their notebook, Bob asked, "Are we 
done now?" Pushing them still further, Gregg 
prompted, "But does your data support or refute 
your conjecture?" Keith responded indignantly, "It 
supports it, of course. Well, at least for the winter 
months." "So, now add a section explaining the con- 
nection between your data and your conjecture." 
Keith then changed the conjecture to refer only to 
winter and described how their conjecture explained 
the lower altitudes of pressure found at the North 
Pole. 

At the end of the workshop, Bob and Keith 
presented their work to the whole group of students, 
teachers, and workshop facilitators. They began 
their presentation by explaining their question and 
showing the visualizations that had prompted it. 
They then presented their conjecture, the data they 
had collected, and explained why their data sup- 
ported their conjecture. Afterwards one  of the 
teachers stopped Bob and congratulated him on a 
good job. Bob thanked him and then exclaimed, 
"But what we did was only the beginning, this pro- 
ject could go on for weeks. We have to figure out 
what is happening during the rest of the year too. 
There's a lot more data to collect and interpret, be- 
fore we've really finished this project." 

This interaction has several important features. 
Despite their lack of knowledge about atmospheric 
science, Keith and Bob were able to construct SciVs 
similar to those used by practicing atmospheric sci- 

teorology and climatology. T o  understand the altitude of pres- 
sure, it might be instructive to think of reversing the relation- 
ship, namely the pressure of altitude, for example, thc pressure 
at 10,000 feet. Over an area this pressure varies, depending on 
where large masses of air and clouds move. The altitude of pres- 
sure picks a given pressure, say 500 mb, and measures the alti- 
tude  between it and sea level. T h e  extent of this height too 

varies depending on air masses. Note that in both these cases 
altitude and pressure are positively correlated, that is, when 
cither independent variable increases so does the corresponding 
dependent variable. The primary reason that "altitude of pres- 
sure" is commonly used is that high altitude winds tend to travel 
along constant pressure surfaces, thus they travel along contour 
lines showing the altitude of pressure. 
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entists. The Climate Visualizer also helped them in- 
terpret the SciVs by providing an explanatory con- 
text.  T h e  SciVs provided an  opportuni ty for 
sense-making conversations about the altitude of 
pressure; further, in subsequent conversations they 
used the SciVs to express their conclusions. Hence, 
scientific inquiry involving the design and defense of 
theories was facilitated by the Climate Visualizer, al- 
lowing students to specify and complete a project of 
their own choosing. We now turn to our attempt to 
provide a theoretical background and motivation for 
these goals. 

THEORETICAL BASIS AND DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES FOR THE CLIMATE VISUALIZER 

To  present the theoretical underpinnings of 
the Climate Visualizer as a learning environment 
that aids in science education, the question "What 
is science education?" must be answered. The first 
step to answering this question is to state, in broad 
strokes, our view of education and, second, to dis- 
cuss how this view is particularized when the subject 
of education is science. 

Our basic view of education is that it consists 
in the acquisition and critique of the values, lan- 
guage, and practices of a culture. In short, education 
is acquiring and critiquing cultural practices. This 
view of education is founded in the work of several 
philosophers, psychologists, and educators. One of 
the most foundational thinkers in this account is the 
philosopher Wittgenstein (1967), who describes 
speaking and writing as participating in "language 
games" that include not only words, but their physical 
and social contexts. Hence, learning language is to 
join a cultural system that has complex rules govern- 
ing how, when, and why words are used. Similarly, 
Pea (1993b) has emphasized the distributed nature 
of our thought, coining the term "distributed intelli- 
gence." This account also emphasizes the interactions 
of material artifacts and collaboration in the accom- 
plishment of activities. A particular focus of this work 
is on the role of human desire and design in building 
environments that support our activities. 

Writing directly about the processes of educa- 
tion, John Dewey (1956) emphasized "learning by 
doing," where students would perform jobs similar 
to those performed by the adults in their surround- 
ing society. In the terms introduced above, the stu- 
dents  could be said to  be  acquiring, through 

practice, the "language games" of these fields or  ap- 
propriating the "distributed intelligence" present in 
their society to perform tasks. Recent accounts have 
used apprenticeship as a model for contemporary 
education (Lave, 1990; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Col- 
lins et al., 1989). These thinkers are not simply call- 
ing for a resurgence of apprenticeships in place of 
our contemporary schooling; rather, they seek to use 
the exemplar of apprenticeship in reforming our cur- 
rent schooling system. One characteristic of appren- 
ticeship to retain is connecting student activities with 
the practices of an adult community-Lave has 
called this becoming peripheral members of a com- 
munity of practice. However, the students need not 
emulate all the practices or beliefs of the adult com- 
munity, since the priorities and needs of students 
differ from adults; specifically, the goal of the adults 
is often to produce some artifacts (e.g., producing 
many cars, or solving a scientific problem), whereas 
the goal of the students is to learn. In emphasizing 
this distinction, we can adopt an example from 
Dewey where he notes that when a student is learn- 
ing to weave it is not as important that the student 
produce many spools of cotton, rather the student 
should come to understand the experience of a 
weaver and the activity of weaving, including the 
strengths and limits of its enabling technology, its 
scientific basis, and its social organization. 

Given a theoretical orientation towards learn- 
ing that emphasizes learning as participation in a 
community of practice, it is natural that in answering 
the question, "What is science education?," we turn 
to examine the scientific community, since it is this 
community that contains the values, language, and 
practices we would like students to appropriate, in- 
sofar as they further students' learning. For this ac- 
count of the scientific community, we turn to the 
descriptions and analysis of sociologists of scientific 
practice. These sociologists have provided an ac- 
count of what scientists do when they "do science" 
that emphasizes the roles that external inscriptions 
play and a characterization of why various inscrip- 
tions are successful in scientific discourse (Latour 
and Woolgar, 1979; Latour, 1988; Lynch and Wool- 
gar, 1988). Two methodological assumptions under- 
lie much of this work and serve to illuminate why it 
differs from many conventional accounts of scientific 
practice. First, sociologists of science engage in a 
practice of anthropological strangeness. This refers 
to a conscious suspension of preconceptions and 
knowledge about the role of scientists in society, the 
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meaning and purpose of the inscriptions that scien- 
tists use, and the epistemological status of the prod- 
ucts of science. Second, as mentioned above, 
sociologists assume that the cognitive and perceptual 
mechanisms employed by people are roughly the 
same independent of both culture and time. Hence, 
the abilities of scientists do not rely on uncommon 
insight or  a qualitative jump in intellect. 

In this sociological characterization of science 
the various formulas, diagrams, pictures, and textual 
accounts have been collectively labeled inscriptions. 
These inscriptions play a pivotal role in the actions 
of scientists. We will only briefly review these claims 
and their implications here. Vast amounts of work 
go into the production of them; the preparation for 
one inscription uses others; and debate over issues 
raised in these inscriptions dominates routine con- 
versations in scientific workplaces. "Science7' is 
thereby defined in these studies as the creation of 
these inscriptions and the social practices that ac- 
company their creation and use. In particular, two 
characteristics of inscriptions describe their use and 
success in the scientific enterprise. First, these in- 
scriptions are used in argumentation as persuasive 
devices that can be used to compel agreement 
among peers. For example, a conversation could 
center on the quickest way to traverse a maze. In 
order to demonstrate a solution, a map of the maze 
is drawn with different paths shown in different col- 
ors and the lengths of the paths are annotated. This 
inscription then becomes a powerful tool in resolv- 
ing the debate. 

Second, various formal and material aspects of 
inscriptions imbue them with power. These attrib- 
utes of inscriptions are enumerated as: immutable, 
mobile, flat, scalable, reproducible, recombinable, 
superimposable, the ability to be placed in written 
texts, and mergeable with geometry (Latour, 1988). 
While we will not review accounts and definitions 
for these attributes here, these qualities can again 
be seen in the map of the maze discussed above 
when it is drawn on paper. Indeed, the enormous 
utility of paper for achieving these goals becomes 
an important factor in the success of inscriptions. 
Thus, paper becomes a common medium that per- 
mits various inscriptions to be combined, referred to, 
and accumulated. This reconstruction of science by 
sociologists of science continues onto the epistemo- 
logical status of inscriptions. Whereas scientists fre- 
q u e n t l y  ascr ibe  a basis  in n a t u r e  f o r  t he i r  
inscriptions, this sociological account emphasizes 

their construction in practice through a layering of 
inscriptions or representations. Using the maze ex- 
ample above, the specialized map that is constructed 
builds on accepted inscriptions of maps for describ- 
ing spatial relationships, and also builds on repre- 
sentations in mathematics for summing distances. 
This example underscores the observation that rep- 
resentations are overlaid and built upon after they 
have become widely accepted. In addition, an effec- 
tive inscription often relies upon resemblances with 
the object it represents. These resemblances are 
crafted, and as such, their use may undergo substan- 
tial development, as was the case with realistic paint- 
ing. The view of scientific material thus changes 
from a reflection of nature, as some theories of sci- 
ence would have it, to the products of craft or even 
a manufacturing process. 

The sociological account of science serves to 
emphasize the role of inscriptions or external rep- 
resentations in entering into the scientific commu- 
nity of practice. It posits that such inscriptions play 
a necessary role in the formation of any major sci- 
entific enterprise. Hence, the appropriation of these 
inscriptions provides important opportunities for 
students to increase their access to scientific prac- 
tice. It is important to emphasize that appropriating 
these inscriptions does not involve merely manipu- 
lating their syntactic forms. Insofar as these inscrip- 
tions a r e  embedded in "language games" o r  
"distributed intelligence," their contexts of use must 
also be appropriated. The potential for separating 
inscriptions from their customary usage has been ex- 
amined by Schoenfeld (1987) in the case of mathe- 
matical problem solving, where he found that while 
students may employ the same formal systems as 
mathematicians, they deployed them in a very dif- 
ferent manner. In particular, the students were 
found to concentrate on syntactic and extrinsic char- 
acteristics, rather than on the substantive meaning. 
Hence, while our consideration of science education 
has led us to a decision to appropriate scientist's in- 
scriptions, there is the need to examine how to ap- 
propriate, not only the external representations or  
the "words," but also to appropriate their context of 
use. 

The practice of "learning conversations" (Pea, 
1992) is instrumental in understanding how students 
can come to appropriate inscriptions, that is, to 
come to understand their appropriate context of use 
within science and not merely manipulate their sur- 
face syntax. The defining characteristic of a learning 
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conversation is the negotiation of meaning, rather 
than the one-way transmission of knowledge. Within 
learning conversations, the meanings of words or in- 
scriptions and the occasions for their appropriate 
use are negotiated and socially constructed. This ac- 
count of learning is largely consistent with Vygot- 
sky's (1978) descr ip t ion  w h e r e  a l ea rne r ' s  
participation in a zone of proximal development 
provides the foundation for histher subsequent de- 
velopmental progress. Within learning conversa- 
tions, inscriptions are used to garner consensus by 
providing visual referents for discoveries, conclu- 
sions, as well as disagreements. This use of inscrip- 
tion emphasizes its ability t o  act in "symbolic 
mediation," to use Roschelle's (1990) term, thus 
providing a means for knowledge and uncertainty to 
be negotiated. It is through the collaboration and 
negotiation involved in learning conversations that 
the "reading" of inscriptions is achieved. Within the 
context of a learning conversation, inscriptions are 
used to signify specific agreements, controversies, 
and relationships. Indeed, many signs are so ac- 
cepted and standardized that it is difficult to imagine 
that they are not transparent. For example, in many 
cultures, a hand wave is used to signify hello and 
good-bye, and placing the forefinger and thumb in 
a circle with the other three fingers splayed out is 
used to signify "okay." Yet these nonverbal commu- 
nications, like the verbal and written representations 
we have been discussing, are not transparent until 
they have been learned (von Glasersfeld, 1987). 
Many inscriptions still can benefit from meaning ne- 
gotiation even after they have been extensively stud- 
ied (e.g., financial models, mathematical models, tax 
forms, or systems dynamics models). 

The above description of inscriptions has at- 
tempted to establish their centrality within science 
and thereby their importance to science education. 
However, some inscriptions are better for some pur- 
poses than others (e.g., it is easier to multiply using 
Arabic numbers than using Roman numbers). Bor- 
rowing on the sociological critique of inscriptions 
within science, we suggest the following dimensions 
may be used to characterize the utility of an inscrip- 
tion for affording a task: (1) Its capacity to support 
learning conversations about that task or, as stated 
earlier, its utility as a rhetorical or persuasive device 
in discussing that task; (2) the inscription's capacity 
to be materially and symbolically integrated, that is, 
does it have those qualities identified by the soci- 
ologists of science that allow it to be flexibly inter- 

mingled with other inscriptions?; (3) the extent to 
which the inscription employs familiar systems of 
meaning to provide assistance to its understanding 
(e.g., metaphors or  analogies that suggest how it can 
be used). This reliance on prior frameworks is de- 
scribed in the above sociological account where in- 
scriptions are shown to be formed by layering and 
combining existing inscriptions. These prior layers 
provide a means to understand and predict the 
mechanisms of the new layer, thus promoting its us- 
age and acceptance. These criteria will be used to 
loosely characterize the utility of an inscription. 

SciV provides an excellent example of an in- 
scriptional system that has become central to the 
practice of science and exhibits the above charac- 
teristics of a useful inscriptional system. First, the 
increasing use and importance of SciV has been well 
documented in recent accounts, and SciV has been 
steadily increasing its share of national funding in 
the United States in the High Performance Com- 
puting and Communications program, as well as 
abroad (Borroughs, 1991; Brodie e t  al., 1992, 
D'Amico et al., 1994; McCormick et al., 1987; Kauf- 
man and Smarr, 1993; Office of Science and Tech- 
nology Policy, 1991, 1993; Short et al., 1976). Many 
areas of science are using SciV: biologists to map 
the human genome, cosmologists to show the large- 
scale structure of the universe and galaxies, and 
chemists and material scientists to interrogate the 
landscapes of atoms and molecules. Second, they 
provide compelling visual images of abstract phe- 
nomena, thus providing images that promote con- 
s ensus  and  deba t e .  Examples inc lude  us ing  
visualizations of the ozone hole to summarize and 
dramatize the debate over the role of flourocarbons 
in altering our atmosphere, using medical sonograms 
of fetuses to emphasize their human-like attributes 
in disputes over the legality of abortion, LANDSAT 
satellite images of floods and forest fires to illustrate 
the extent of disasters, predictions showing the 
Earth's warming to argue for limiting carbon diox- 
ide, and the animations of thunderstorms and other 
weather  phenomena  t o  predict and  descr ibe  
weather. Clearly, as rhetorical aids, SciVs have be- 
come enormously compelling. Third, many, if not all, 
of the integrative qualities enumerated by the soci- 
ologists of science are possessed by SciVs. Without 
going into detailed consideration of these qualities, 
suffice to say that a classic example of these qualities 
is a map and SciVs can be considered a type of map. 
One point of some importance to the treatment here 
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is that these qualities focus on an inscription's ability 
to be merged, compared, and contrasted with other 
inscriptions. Usually, the medium for these integra- 
tions is on paper. SciVs are created and processed 
by computers, although they can also be transferred 
to paper. Hence, SciVs are inscriptions that can oc- 
cupy two different mediums, within the computer 
and on paper. It is within the computer that they 
best maintain their flexible, integrative nature with 
other inscriptions- this integration is powerful 
since it allows interactive exploratory data analysis 
and problem solving. Thus, it is within the computer 
that we will mainly consider them. Fourth, SciVs 
build on  prior representations and use familiar 
metaphors to facilitate their comprehensibility. The 
data illustrated in a SciV incorporate existing rep- 
resentations: the data are numeric, are in terms of 
accepted units, and are of some selected quality 
(e.g., the SciVs of the ozone hole show the number 
of Dobson units of ozone present). In addition, 
SciVs gain much of their rhetorical power from 
seeking verisimilitude with the phenomena being 
represented. For example, medical imaging renders 
its results in the colors that are conventionally asso- 
ciated with elements of the body, so blood is shown 
as red, skin as a flesh color, and so on. These ren- 
derings are not necessary; rather, they are chosen 
for the explanatory or rhetorical force that comes 
from using familiar metaphors and verisimilitude 
with phenomena. In summary, we argue that SciVs 
should be used by students in learning science, not 
only because scientists use them but also because of 
why scientists use them, namely, that they provide a 
powerful inscription that promotes learning conver- 
sations, can be flexibly manipulated, and build on 
existing metaphors and representations. Yet, there 
is a powerful reason for students to use SciV beyond 
those listed here, namely, doing science with SciV 
can help reorganize students' basic conceptions of 
what it means to do science. 

The utility of tools to reorganize human activ- 
ity and in particular for computer-based cognitive 
tools to reorganize education is described by Pea 
(1985, 1987; Pea and Kurland, 1987). This account 
begins with the understanding that tools and cultural 
institutions mediate and transform our relationships 
with nature, our society, and ourselves. Cognitive 
tools or  technologies do this by augmenting and re- 
organizing our mental abilities. Through these reor- 
ganizations the essential practices involved in 
performing a task can change. We argue that SciV 

can have this type of impact on the practice of learn- 
ing science. The current practices in learning science 
often center around the memorization of facts and 
processes, thus leading to the belief that science is 
a static discipline whose problems are solved. When 
students practice science by engaging in SciV activi- 
ties, they can look for patterns in data, form theories 
around these patterns, and attempt to confirm these 
theories using the data that formed the SciVs. The 
proportion of human practices in a given content do- 
main, once cognitive tools are developed and appro- 
priated in use, often shift toward higher-order 
strategic and exploratory activities rather than cleri- 
cal, symbol-manipulation-like tasks. SciV is no ex- 
ception to this pattern. This opportunity to engage 
in exploration of phenomena that was previously in- 
accessible shows the utility of technology for pro- 
moting exploration and the design of theories to 
explain what is found. The anecdote that begins this 
paper shows several students collaboratively engag- 
ing in a similar process. These activities can lead to 
a view of science as dynamic and on-going, where 
knowledge is constructed, debated, and tested (Linn 
et al., 1994). It is this reorganization of student prac- 
tices and beliefs that provides the best argument for 
including SciV within the practices of high school 
science. This is not to imply that these changes can 
occur solely by using SciV: Only part of the process 
of restructuring science education can be accom- 
plished through cognitive tools, the rest rely on so- 
cial supports. 

In appropriating SciV for the high school class- 
room we seek to enable students to learn its "lan- 
guage game" o r  for  it to  become part  of the  
"distributed intelligence" (Pea, 1993a) with which 
they accomplish tasks. It is useful to discuss which 
changes can be accomplished by cognitive technolo- 
gies and which through social supports. In analyzing 
the functions of cognitive technologies for teaching 
mathematics, Pea (1985) distinguishes between pur- 
pose/motivation functions and process functions. 
The functions we hope to perform with cognitive 
tools are process functions, not motivation. In par- 
ticular, these process functions include conceptual 
fluency or  the automatic performance of routine 
tasks, exploration or discovery learning, and linking 
representational systems. Providing motivation and 
other purpose functions (i.e., metacognition and 
problem-solving skills), we hope to engage using so- 
cial supports. The primary focus of this paper is to 
show how the cognitive technology called the Cli- 
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mate Visualizer aids students to use SciVs through 
scaffolding these process functions. This is done by 
automating the creation of SciVs so that students 
can easily create and modify SciVs, making explicit 
tacit knowledge that scientists use to read SciVs, and 
providing operations on SciVs that can be used to 
further investigate data and to test theories. In the 
section Crafting Scientific Visualizations with the 
Climate Visualizer, specific design decisions are mo- 
tivated in terms of these goals. Other aspects of us- 
ing SciVs a r e  left to  t he  social supports .  In 
particular, social supports are used to motivate stu- 
dents to pursue inqui~y, to help students understand 
which projects or questions SciVs can be used to an- 
swer, to help them accomplish and assess their pro- 
jects, and to help them use SciVs as effective 
rhetorical devices in expressing questions or theo- 
ries. The social supports designed to meet these ob- 
jectives include collaborative projects and access to 
scientists. A discussion of these social supports is 
provided in the section The  Climate Visualizer 
within the Classroom Environment. 

CRAFTING SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATIONS 
WITH THE CLIMATE VISUALIZER 

The theoretical perspective described above 
presents us with the challenge of enculturating high 
school students into meaningful use of SciV. In or- 
der to achieve this goal, we needed to first identify 
how atmospheric scientists use SciV and then find 
ways of creating affordances that could allow stu- 
dents to create and understand SciVs, similar to 
those that scientists use. As part of a broader study 
of the atmospheric science community of practice 
(D'Amico et al., 1994), we were able to examine in 
depth one climatologist's use of SciV with the NMC 
data set. Professor Raymond T. Pierrehumbert in- 
troduced us to the NMC data set by showing how 
SciVs formed from it illustrate basic climatic proc- 
esses (e.g., how hot air masses flow from the equator 
towards the poles and cold air masses move from 
the poles toward the equator) and by allowing us to 
observe and participate in an undergraduate course 
on climate where students manipulated this and 
other data sets to aid in solving problem sets. This 
formative study included making video and audio 
tapes of Pierrehumbert's manipulations of SciVs. 
Our analysis of these sessions and records allowed 
us to identify substantial tacit knowledge that was 

embedded in the creation and interpretation of the 
SciVs, as well as standard "moves" in the "language 
game" of SciV. These moves included visually ex- 
ploring SciVs by changing color palettes and com- 
pressing or expanding the range of values that are 
mapped into the palette (this will be explained be- 
low in more detail in the section Visual Repre- 
s en t a t i ons )  in o r d e r  to  find p a t t e r n s ,  f o r m  
conjectures, and provide evidence for theories. We 
have designed the Climate Visualizer to help high 
school students (like Bob and Keith) similarly ex- 
plore and craft SciVs. This goal has dictated that 
powerful affordances be provided and that they be 
arranged in a manner that explicitly suggests when 
and how they should be used. 

Figure 1 presents one of the Climate Visual- 
izer views4 that we have designed to make explicit 
scientists' knowledge and suggests their accepted 
use. In essence, this screen presents a dynamic SciV, 
in that it provides for the specification and inspec- 
tion of SciVs. We discuss the coordination and de- 
sign of these affordances below in terms of the 
layout of the Climate Visualizer's screen; the impor- 
tant representations it uses, both quantitative and 
visual; and the potential difficulties for students. In 
addition, the relationship of the design to the goals 
laid out above is made explicit throughout. 

Description of the Climate Visualizer Screen 

This section discusses the overall appearance 
of the Climate Visualizer. In particular, we cover the 
following topics: the layout of the Climate Visualizer 
screen; the ways in which the SciVs are placed into 
spatial, temporal and geographic context; and a de- 
scription of how multiple SciVs can be compared. 

Layout of the Climate Visualizer Screen 

The layout of the screen has been carefully de- 
signed to promote students' ability to easily con- 
struct SciVs. The screen layout attempts to lead the 
student's focus of attention by employing a standard 
English-style text-informed arrangement that is or- 
ganized from top to bottom and from left to right. 
The use of this spatial arrangement has been shown 
to increase a diagram's intelligibility (Winn and Hol- 
liday, 1982). Overall, the screen is vertically divided 

4 ~ i e w s  provide for specific representations of variables on a spe- 
cific data set. They are discussed in more detail below. 



Fig. 1. The Climate Visualizer's main window: (1) title of view-describes the basic representations this view may display; (2) Get Data Set-provides the controls for obtaining the 
SciV for a specific date; (3) means to manipulate the SciV's use of color palettes and overlays; (4) title of SciV-describes the date, time, and variables currently displayed; (5) current 
scientific visualization; (6) query box-indicates the currently selected grid point; (7) latitude of current query; (8) longitude of current query; (9) background grid showing latitude, 
longitude, and local times at selected longitudes; (10) display palette; (a) variable shown in this display palette; (b) units popup -shows currently selected units for this variable and 
allows switching to other units; (c) current palette for this variable; (d) value of minimum color for this palette; (e) value of maximum color for this palette; ( f )  value and position of 
minimum value in this data set; (g) value and position of maximum value in this data set; (h) value and position of the current query selected on the SciV (indicated a t  point 6); (11) 
Shrink button-albws user to shrink current SciV and display palettes into a small window. 
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into the following four sections: the title (i.e., Imag- 
ine Temperature as Color . . .), a row of controls, 
the SciV with its title centered underneath, and the 
bottom region for display palettes that show data 
values that correspond with selected areas within the 
SciV. This vertical arrangement provides an organi- 
zation from top to bottom, providing a movement 
from general to specific and from controls to their 
result. 

We now describe the items more fully to ana- 
lyze the horizontal organization. The title, or top- 
most line, describes the basic representations this 
view may display; namely, temperature can be en- 
coded as a raster color image, altitude as contours, 
and wind as arrows (or vectors). These are standard 
representations that climatologists employ; as such, 
by automatically choosing them, we seek to make 
the tacit knowledge of the scientists explicit and 
automated for students. The next row, on the left, 
provides the controls for obtaining the SciV for a 
specific date (Fig. 3 below shows this dialogue) and, 
on the right, the means to manipulate the SciV7s use 
of color and overlays. Below these controls is their 
result, the requested SciV with a title describing the 
date, time, and variables currently displayed. In ad- 
dition, a box appears on top of the image to indicate 
the currently selected grid point, with callout lines 
to indicate the latitude and longitude of the point; 
in Fig. 1, the approximate location of Chicago, Illi- 
nois, 42" north by 88" west, is selected. Hence, the 
horizontal arrangement also provides an organiza- 
tion from left to right that moves from general to 
specific. In particular, this is seen in the row of con- 
trols where the leftmost control selects the data set 
and the controls to the right act to change the ap- 
pearance of the SciV; this is also seen in the display 
palettes, where the name of the variable and its units 
are shown on the left and the current palette and 
values are shown on the right. 

Providing Context for the SciV 

Like all diagrams, SciVs require context for 
their interpretation. Often this context is left implicit 
when scientists create and present SciVs (D'Amico 
et al., 1994; McGee and Pea, 1994). We have at- 
tempted to make this contextual knowledge explicit 
by using overlays and background grids to provide 
spatial and temporal context. Spatial context is pro- 
vided for the NMC data set via an overlay that 
shows the continents and through a surrounding grid 

of longitude and latitude numbers (e.g., Keith and 
Bob were able to assess quickly the locations of the 
North Pole and the equatorial regions by reference 
to the overlay and grids). Temporal context is pro- 
vided for twice-daily data via a grid that shows a 
clock with the local time every four hours o r  60 de- 
grees of longitude - this feature allows students to 
assess quickly what time of day it is on the different 
regions of visualizations. Otherwise, it is tempting to 
fallaciously assume temperature at different parts of 
the earth were collected at the same local time of 
day. 

Geographic knowledge is often prerequisite to 
understanding the patterns of temperature, wind, 
and altitude featured in the Climate Visualizers' 
data sets. Correlatively, there are many opportuni- 
ties for incidental learning of geography as the im- 
portance of geographic location and features on  
climate is understood. However, when too much in- 
formation is put into overlays, the visualization of 
data can be obscured, so further geographic context 
could be provided via tables. Tables provide the ad- 
ditional benefit of easy addition by students of geo- 
graphic context that is important to specific issues 
they are investigating-if Bob and Keith found 
some locations in the mid-latitudes that had lower 
altitude of pressure than expected, for instance, they 
might add them to a table. In our design, a table 
entry would include a name and a location, which 
could be selected to show its position on a SciV. For 
example, a generic table for cities is shown in Fig. 
2. 

Comparisons Between SciVs 

A primary means to understanding SciVs and 
the data they represent involves comparing and 
contrasting them to each other. Interesting o r  puz- 
zling contrasts and patterns are often discovered 

I C h i c a g o ,  I L ,  USA 1 42' N 1 88' W I 
I L o n d o n ,  E n g l a n d  1 5Z0 N 1 0" 1 

I New York, NY, USA 1 42' N 1 74' W I 

Fig. 2. Example of a geographic table - cities table. 
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in this way, confounding students' expectations and 
challenging the limits of their knowledge, thus 
leading them to formulate theories or models to 
explain what they have observed. Particularly use- 
ful examples using the NMC data sets are compar- 
ing  c o l o r  images  of t e m p e r a t u r e  f r o m  two 
successive days, comparing the temperatures of 
winter and summer monthly means, comparing two 
SciVs of a single data set using different color pal- 
ettes (to see the differing patterns that the palettes 
bring out), and comparing SciVs, which show wind 
as vectors, from different vertical levels of the at- 
mosphere on the same day. The facility to do com- 
parisons is straightforwardly available through 
provision for multiple smaller windows that contain 
SciVs. When a SciV has been crafted to comple- 
tion, it can be  shrunk into a smaller window 
(smaller versions are created by the "shrink" but- 
ton, see Fig. 1). This smaller window shows the 
same SciV, reduced to 75% of original size. The 
title providing context is maintained along with its 
display palettes, overlays, and grids. The controls 
to change the SciV are not provided, as the intent 
of this window is to store a single SciV for com- 
parison with other SciVs. For instance, Keith and 
Bob could have used these small windows to com- 
pare the altitude of pressure in winter and summer 
months. A "reactivate7' button is provided to re- 
store a small image to the main display in order 
to allow changes to its appearance. 

Another way that SciVs can be directly com- 
pared is by subtracting one from another. The re- 
sulting difference clearly shows how they differ. This 
operation is especially useful in building theories of 
how changes occur: the theories can be expressed 
in terms of producing the observed differential. Sup- 
porting this operation (and not others) was based 
on our empirical investigations of how climatologists 
explore these data sets (D'Amico et al., 1994). Sin- 
gling out and simplifying this operation encourages 
students to use it in their explorations of the data. 
During o u r  formative evaluation, students and 
teachers requested a more general form of compari- 
son, namely, animations. The creation of an anima- 
tion would involve picking a start and stop date 
along with a sampling interval. To ensure meaning- 
ful comparisons, a single color palette across a single 
numeric range would be used. These animations 
would provide another powerful means to detect 
patterns across time. 

Quantitative Data and Its Representations 

Underlying SciVs are data sets containing vast 
quantities of numbers. While the Climate Visualizer 
can be used with a wide variety of data sets, it is 
particularly focused on climatic and meteorological 
data sets. The salient characteristics of these data 
sets are that they cover three dimensions of space 
(although the Climate Visualizer will only show a 
two-dimensional slice) and they are characterized by 
multiple variables, such as temperature and wind. 

Our discussion of quantitative data takes place 
in several sections: the method of selecting a data 
set to visualize; a discussion of the data types that 
the Climate Visualizer currently supports, described 
through a taxonomy of data sets; supported opera- 
tions on data sets; and the methods by which specific 
data values can be queried. 

Selecting Data to Visualize 

A primary goal of the Climate Visualizer is to 
simplify the selection of the data sets from which 
the SciVs are generated. The data sets are selected 
through definitional attributes, such as the time 
when the data were collected and the qualities or 
variables that were measured. The view displayed in 
Fig. 3 shows a dialogue where an NMC data set can 
be selected by choosing the date and time the data 
were collected and by specifying a single inde- 
pendent variable along with one or more dependent 
variables. The NMC data sets include several dec- 
ades of data collected twice a day covering tempera- 
ture, altitude, and wind at five different pressure 
levels (i.e., 850 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb, 250 mb, and 
200 mb5), as well as temperature and air pressure 
at sea level, and monthly means of each of these 
variables for the same period. Retrieving the data 
corresponding to these selections can entail consid- 
erable processing, since the data sets are stored in 
several large files on a CD-ROM.6 Like other de- 

5 The abbreviation for millibars is mb, the standard meteorologic 
unit for air pressure. Average surface air pressure is around 1000 
mb, so 850 mb corresponds to the point below approximately 
85% of the weight of the atmosphere. Readings at 1000 mb are  
rarely used in large-scale climatology because of common sur- 
face distortions to temperature and other variables due to build- 
ings, hills, and other surface-level anomalies. 

%he data currently supported are all archival data from 1964 to 
1989. The NMC data sets are not made available in real time or  
near-time, but the archives are updated periodically. These will be 
added to the set available in the Climate Visualizer over time. 
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velopments of cognitive technologies provided by 
computer tools (Pea, 1985, 1993b; Rheingold, 1985), 
the Climate Visualizer has automated these lengthy 
operations (i.e., provides conceptual fluency) so as 
to focus the students' energy on interpretive, rather 
than mechanical, operations. 

To illustrate what we mean by such automat- 
ion, it is informative to contrast what we have seen 
scientists do to the actions that Keith and Bob took 
in order to produce SciVs of temperature and alti- 
tude at 850 mb on January 1, 1988, at Midnight 
GMT, using the NMC data set. A scientist would 
run a specialized program that extracts the data 
from the CD-ROM and saves the files to disk. The 
files are encoded by the date, time, and variables 
they contain - for example, the temperature data 
are in a file called T850010188.00, for temperature 
at 850 mb on 01/01/88 at 0 GMT or midnight. These 
files are then rendered by the commonly used Spy- 
glass Transform visualization program through a se- 
ries of commands to create color raster images, 
create contour maps, overlay one onto another, and 
add an overlay of the continents. Needless to say, 
this long sequence of actions is prone to error and 
requires experience and a clear understanding of the 
end goal. Keith and Bob, on the other hand, had 
only to make the selections shown in Fig. 3 from 
the Get Data Set dialogue in the Climate Visualizer, 
and the image was created, thus saving them the 
burden of learning many irrelevant details and en- 
couraging their strategic examination or exploration 
of more SciVs. 

Representations of Quantitative Data 

Various taxonomies of data sets have been ad- 
vanced in the effort to normalize the storage of data 
and to establish a consistent taxonomy (Brodie et ul., 

1992). A major division in these taxonomies is be- 
tween "point" data and "gridded" data. Point data 
provide information on specific locations that need 
not occur at regular intervals. In contrast, gridded 
data provide data at consistent intervals. Each data 
point can be seen to provide a value for a fixed re- 
gion of space around it; hence, the entire space has 
values assigned to it. In this sense, the grid of data 
provides values for the entire space, whereas point 
data only provide values for a finite set of points. 
Other taxonomic divisions occur in the dimension- 
ality of the space where the data are plotted (i.e., 
the number of coordinates necessary to specify a 
point) and in the dimensionality of the points them- 
selves. These dimensions are normally categorized 
as one (i.e., scalar), two, three, or n dimensions. 
Given this taxonomy, we can specify the type of data 
sets that the Climate Visualizer currently supports: 
gridded data, within a two-dimensional space or 
plane, where the data is scalar or two-dimensional. 
The motivations behind these selections were in part 
to use the standard scientific representations and to 
choose those that were practically accessible. Issues 
of practicality included the difficulty for students in 
comprehending three-dimensional images, which we 
do not address in this work, and the capabilities of 
our hardware and software platform (see Appendix 
for more details). Associated with the different types 
of data sets are different standard visual repre- 
sentations. We briefly present those here, but defer 
discussion of their use to the section below entitled 
Visual Representations. Scalar gridded data occur- 
ring in a plane can be shown via a raster image or 
a contour map. Raster images display the magnitude 
of a data value as a color or pixel value. Contour 
maps divide the magnitudes of the values into a 
small number of intervals and then place a bounding 
line around data values belonging to the same in- 
terval. Two-dimensional data occurring in a plane is 

Operations Iget daily dataset v 

Sea Leu. Pressure I-] 
M O Y  - - -  Time: Eleuation/Pressure: 
0 1  : 0 1  : 88: @ Midnight GMT 1850 millibars v I rn Temperature [n) 

II 01: O f :  811: 0 Noon GMT rn Altitude II 
Wind 

Fig. 3. Get  visualization dialogue box. 
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shown through vectors. The size and direction of the 
vectors are used to encode the pair of data values. 

In the future, we plan on adding support for 
point data, within a two-dimensional space or plane, 
where the data are scalar or two-dimensional. Scalar 
point data occurring in a plane can be represented 
as a scatter plot where the magnitude of the data is 
represented through the size of the dot that is 
shown. An example of such data would be the con- 
centration of a pollutant in the soil at selected points 
in an area. 

Operations on Data Sets 

A more diverse set of SciVs is possible if the 
student can create new data sets by specifying op- 
erations to be performed. For example, seasonal 
change can be visualized by subtracting the tempera- 
ture of a day in January from a day in July. How- 
ever, there is the danger that the student can specify 
operations that are nonsensical (Confrey, 1990); for 
example, an altitude data set could be subtracted 
from a temperature data set, thereby subtracting 
meters from degrees. This clearly does not produce 
meaningful results. Our tentative solution is to spec- 
ify custom operations as part of a specific view for 
specific data sets. This allows the operations to be 
specialized for different data sets and for different 
representations, once again off-loading some of the 
cognitive work so that higher-level interpretive ef- 
forts can be made more easily by students (Pea, 
1993b). The example above, of seasonal difference, 
is one such operation provided for the NMC data 
set. In addition, some general reducing operations 
could be provided that work on a single data set, 
for example, averages and standard deviation. 

Querying Data 

The values at a given point can be queried by 
clicking on that point using a tool, called the "query 
tool," which looks like an eye-dropper, to "pick up" 
the points' values. The coordinates of the point are 
shown as labeled callout lines to the surrounding 
axes. For example, when selecting a point, with the 
NMC data set, the latitude and longitude of the 
point is displayed. The values of the current depend- 
ent variables are marked with boxes on the display 
palettes below the SciV (see Fig. 1). Dragging the 
mouse across the SciV presents an animation of how 

these values change as the selected value on the dis- 
play palette is dynamically updated. Similarly, the 
keyboard arrow keys can be used to move the se- 
lection point vertically or horizontally. This form of 
querying permits exploratory searching of the data 
set, for example, to find local or global minima and 
maxima. In addition, selecting an item from a geo- 
graphic table, such as a city, positions the query tool 
at the appropriate location. 

All of these  dynamic linkages of repre- 
sentations are designed to provide semantic frame- 
works to support students in interpreting the SciV 
data, which are left implicit in the current scientific 
visualization tools used in the scientific community. 
In particular, the display palettes indicate the units 
of the data sets being displayed along with the color 
selected and the data value at that point. This high- 
lights the connection between color and a value with 
attached units. The meaning and presence of units 
is something that is particularly hidden in the use 
of SciVs by scientists - often the units are not made 
explicit anywhere, even though knowledge of them 
is necessary for meaningful interpretation. However, 
while the units are explicitly labeled and the student 
can switch between types of units (e.g., feet and me- 
ters), this does not suffice to explain their meaning 
to students. This level of interpretation is left to the 
social surround with the SciVs acting the part of 
symbolic mediators in providing a specific inscrip- 
tion around which questions can be asked and an- 
swers negotiated. 

Visual Representations 

This section describes the visual representation 
of data within the Climate Visualizer, and details 
our reasoning behind our choice of representations 
as well as problems we anticipate. The description 
includes the following specific topics: our reasons for 
the use of standard collections or views of visual rep- 
resentations, the projection of the (approximately) 
spherical Earth onto the computer display, the visual 
representations used with gridded and point data 
sets, and the use of color. 

Views En capsulate the Practices of Scientists. 
Students do not have the ability with the Climate 
Visualizer to arbitrarily choose the visual repre- 
sentations that are used for a data set. Rather, they 
can choose between views. A view prescribes the 
visual representations for a data set based on the 
variables being represented. The views are designed 
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to  encapsulate the combination of visual repre- 
sentations that scientists use when exploring a given 
issue. For example, Fig. 1 presents a view of the 
NMC data set where temperature is represented as 
a raster image, and if altitude or  pressure were se- 
lected, it would be shown as a contour map, while 
winds would be shown as vectors. An alternative 
view would show the magnitude of winds (by speci- 
fying only the magnitude, the wind data set is scalar 
rather than two-dimensional) as a raster image and 
temperature as a contour map. Several benefits ac- 
crue from the students' use of these standardized 
views. These representations are the ones that sci- 
entists have found to be most useful, that is, these 
inscriptions have been found to be powerful means 
of conveying ideas and supporting debate over is- 
sues raised by those ideas. Hence, there is good rea- 
s o n  t o  expec t  s tuden t s  will a l so  f ind  these  
representations useful for the same reasons in the 
context of learning conversations and inquiry. In 
addition, through these common representations 
students establish a common ground on which to 
discuss their work with scientists. In other words, 
these inscriptions can serve as vehicles that allow 
students to legitimately participate in the commu- 
nity of scientists which also uses these repre- 
sentations. 

Projecting the Earth. In order to display the 
(approximately) spherical Earth on a flat computer 
screen some projection must be used. The Climate 
Visualizer uses a cylindrical equidistant projection. 
This is a very simple projection that evenly divides 
the Earth into regions along latitude and longitude 
lines. Each region is then allocated equal area. This 
results in considerable distortion. For example, the 
top row of Fig. 1 is actually a single point: the North 
Pole. Hence, a student might believe a cyclone is 
growing as it moves North of the equator. However, 
this seeming growth is merely an artifact of the spa- 
tial distortion that the projection introduces. These 
distortions have led us to recommend that a globe 
be used along with the Climate Visualizer so as to 
provide a more accurate framework of area and 
shape. 

In addition, we have designed two tools to 
help students experiment with the distortion: a 
distance tool and a zoom tool. The distance tool 
would allow the student to select two points. The 
distance between the points would then be shown 
and the shortest path between them drawn. On a 
spherical surface, like the Earth, the shortest dis- 

tance between two points lies along the great cir- 
cle8 that connects them. Hence, the shortest path 
would appear as a curved line on the projection, 
except when both points lie on the same longitude 
(since all lines of longitude form great circles). 
These curved shortest paths should provide a clear 
signal to the student that the standard rules that 
govern Euclidean planes (e.g., the shortest dis- 
tance between two points is a straight line) do  not 
hold here. The  student's investigation of shortest 
spherical distances could be extended through the 
zoom tool, which would provide a facility to mag- 
nify part of the visualization, thus obscuring the 
rest. The zoom tool would be used by clicking and 
dragging over the rectangular region to be magni- 
fied. Once zoomed, the position and size of the 
magnified area would be indicated by a rectangle 
within a thumbnail representation of the entire 
SciV; the SciV could be unzoomed to display it in 
its entirety. Sufficient zooming would change the 
appearance of the lines that the distance tool 
draws. In particular, if sufficient magnification 
were applied, the curved line along the great circle 
would appear like a straight line. Hence, by vary- 
ing the level of zoom and by observing the dis- 
tance lines between points, students could observe 
the manner in which the spherical geometry of the 
Earth is represented (and distorted) by the cylin- 
drical equidistant projection. These tools provide 
opportunities to explore and discuss the repre- 
sentational conventions, that is, they provide for 
symbolic mediation. 

The distance and zoom tools have many po- 
tential applications besides providing a mechanism 
to understand the distortions introduced by projec- 
tions. In particular, students could use the distance 
tool to measure the size of phenomena being dis- 
played, thus aiding in the creation and assessment 
of theories (e.g., the size of cyclones could be  
measured to see if their size varies proportionally 
with their latitude), and the zoom tool could pro- 
vide the ability to focus on a particular region of 
interest, thus discerning greater levels of detail. 
Additional detail could be seen if the range of the 
palette were changed to the minimum and maxi- 
mum data values within the magnified portion. 
This facility is discussed further below in the sec- 
tion on color. 

'A great circle is any circle on the surface of a sphere whose 
diameter intersects the sphere's midpoint. 
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Visual Representations for Gridded Data Sets. 
The underlying quantitative representations of the 
data set determine what visual representations can 
be used, as was discussed above in the section on 
Quantitative Data and its Representations. In par- 
ticular, the Climate Visualizer displays scalar grid- 
ded data sets as either raster images or  contour 
maps. For example, Fig. 1 shows temperature from 
the NMC data set being visually represented as a 
raster image. Raster images are formed by mapping 
a value to a color. Thus, the number of colors de- 
termine the resolution of the map. This process is 
discussed in more detail below in the section on 
color. Similar to the assignment of colors in the ras- 
ter image, contouring divides the data set into a set 
number of intervals. Lines are then drawn between 
points that lie in the different intervals. The most 
familiar use of contour maps is in topographic maps 
that use contours to denote the surface elevation; 
for the NMC data set, altitude lines of a pressure 
surface are represented as contours. Two-dimen- 
sional gridded data use vectors or arrows as their 
visual representation. For example, a two-dimen- 
sional data set displaying wind represents the mag- 
nitude of the wind through the size of the arrow and 
the direction of the wind by the direction that the 
arrow points. These representations are standard 
within the scientific community, hence providing 
them to the students scaffolds their acquiring the 
"distributed intelligence" with which scientists con- 
struct their theories. 

Use of Color in l4sual Representations. Color is 
an essential component of SciVs. Within the Cli- 
mate Visualizer, color is used for the raster images 
and the contour maps. The colors to be used are 
specified via a color-palette, which is composed of 
an ordered list of 254 colors. Associated with a color 
palette are maximum and minimum data values. 
These values are used to create a mapping from any 
number to a color. Numbers below the minimum or 
above the maximum data value receive the first or 
last color, respectively. The range of numbers be- 
tween the minimum and maximum values are di- 
vided evenly into 254 intervals, thus mapping the 
numbers between the minimum and maximum val- 
ues to a color. This mapping is used to assign colors 
when a raster image is generated from a scalar grid- 
ded data set. The lines of a contour map are as- 
signed colors in a similar way. 

The control of color thus lies in the selection 
of the color palette and the minimum and maximum 

values that direct how the color palette is used to 
map numbers to colors. It is within these aspects 
that much of the art of SciV lies. Choosing different 
color palettes produces wildly different visual re- 
sults. Similarly, effective choices for the minimum 
and maximum values of a color palette mean the 
difference between an image that is a single solid 
color versus one that displays intriguing patterns 
that exhibit every shade of the color palette. An im- 
portant point is that a given color palette can pro- 
duce very different images with different minimum 
and maximum values. 

The Climate Visualizer provides 16 different 
color palettes. Examples include a rainbow color 
palette, a gray-scale color palette, and a color pal- 
ette based on the colors assumed by heated metal 
ranging from dull black to fiery red. Many of the 
color palettes do  not range evenly between two 
shades, rather they have sharp discontinuities be- 
tween colors, a phenomenon referred to as banding. 
Banded palettes interweave dark shades, thus pro- 
ducing a contouring effect within the raster image. 
These color palettes were developed by the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications at the Uni- 
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and have 
been found widely useful, thus demonstrating the 
usefulness of color palettes for supporting the hu- 
man task of visually identifying significant patterns 
in data from diverse subject matter disciplines. 

Any of the available 16 color palettes can be 
chosen to render the raster images and contour 
maps. However, there are default color palettes for 
each variable. For example, the NMC data set uses 
the rainbow color palette as the default for the tem- 
perature raster image and the gray-scale color pal- 
ette as the default for the altitude contour map. 

The minimum and maximum values of a given 
color palette have default values that are specified 
by the view of the data set. Hence, each inde- 
pendent-dependent variable pair has preset mini- 
mum and maximum values. Typically, these values 
provide a range that covers most of the range of a 
variable. There  a re  several advantages to  this 
scheme. First, the student does not have to initially 
set the values, instead they can be confident that the 
range is set so as to ensure a reasonable SciV will 
be produced - this is another example of support- 
ing access to useful representations by constraining 
choice space in interface design. Second, a standard 
range ensures a consistent framework for compari- 
son across multiple visualizations. For example, the 
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temperature range in the NMC data set is from 
-45°C to 45"C, so if a student examines a SciV of 
the temperature in January and another of the tem- 
perature in July, the colors have a consistent inter- 
pretation between the two SciVs. This allows the two 
SciVs to be directly compared with each other. Oth- 
erwise, when different color palettes are used or dif- 
ferent ranges are used for the same color palette, 
the same number will be mapped to different colors, 
substantially complicating the feasibility (or sensibil- 
ity) of any comparisons. 

However, keeping the range of the color pal- 
ette fixed comes at a cost, namely, for a single data 
set selection, less of the color palette will be used. 
Using the above example of a day in January, none 
of the temperatures in the NMC data set are liable 
to be above 20°C. Hence, a large section of the col- 
ors is not used. These unused colors can be re- 
claimed through changing the  minimum and 
maximum of the color palette to be the same as the 
minimum and maximum data values found in the 
data set. Assuming a standard distribution of values, 
all colors would then be shown. Yet, as noted above, 
if the minimum and maximum values were set in this 
way for a day in January and then set again for a 
day in July, the mappings of their values would be 
different; hence any direct comparison would be 
misleading. 

Additional opportunity to revise the range of 
color palettes would occur through the use of the 
zoom tool. After magnifying a portion of a SciV, the 
minimum and maximum values within that portion 
would be substantially less than the data set's overall 
minimum and maximum. The color palette could be 
set to use this reduced range, thereby achieving 
greater contrast, so as to enable the user to more 
readily distinguish patterns of differences. Hence, a 
powerful use of t he  Zoom Tool  would be to 
heighten contrast by changing the color palette to 
reflect the minimum and maximum values of smaller 
areas. 

Our design of the use of color in visual repre- 
sentations, like other aspects of the use of repre- 
sentations, is motivated by a desire to allow students 
with limited expertise to create the same kind of 
powerful SciVs that scientists use and to use these 
SciVs profitably in learning conversations and scien- 
tific inquiry. As with other design decisions, it in- 
volves striking a balance between the wide range of 
freedom in constructing visualizations that scientists 
have (which holds greater potential for nonsensical 

conclusions and floundering for the uninitiated), and 
scaffolding the construction of SciVs that are most 
likely to be useful. The trade-offs involved in at- 
tempting to strike this balance are further explored 
in the section Compromises with Authenticity. 

Some Difficulties in Making SciV Accessible for 
Learning 

Students face numerous difficulties in success- 
fully appropriating SciVs, even after taking into ac- 
count the powerful affordances and contextual 
reminders that the Climate Visualizer provides in its 
design scaffolding. This section presents some of our 
early findings of difficulties students have in using 
the Climate Visualizer's representations. These find- 
ings come out of our formative evaluation during 
some hours of student usage in the spring of 1993 
and the week-long workshop previously mentioned, 
which took place during the summer of 1993. By 
presenting these findings, we intend to detail some 
of the challenges we anticipate in further design of 
the Climate Visualizer and/or the social surround in 
which the Climate Visualizer is placed. 

There are numerous difficulties students might 
have in dealing with the quantitative representations 
discussed above. One of the common problems we 
have seen is in understanding the meaning of the 
variables used in the Climate Visualizer and the 
meaning of the units in which these variables are 
measured. For example, the altitude of pressure is 
a very difficult concept even for scientifically sophis- 
ticated adults, unless they are familiar with its use 
in atmospheric science, and the unit millibars, used 
to measure pressure, is also uncommon. As in the 
story of the development of Keith and Bob's interest 
in the altitude of pressure, we have seen the ques- 
tion of what the altitude of pressure means, as well 
as what pressure itself means, come up repeatedly 
in the social interactions around the use of the Cli- 
mate Visualizer. Fortunately, there are many expe- 
riential referents for climate data such as pressure 
and altitude (e.g., the effect of pressure through the 
weight of the water in a swimming pool or ears pop- 
ping on airplanes or in the mountains). However, 
these experiences still need to be related back to the 
data sets if they are to aid in making the data sets 
and their visualizations intelligible. We address the 
issue of the meaning of units by providing alterna- 
tives that are more likely to be salient to the stu- 
dents' experience when these are available, such as 
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temperature in Fahrenheit as well as Celsius, but for 
pressure, even inches of mercury is not often some- 
thing students can relate to experience. 

Some aspects of the tacit knowledge that at- 
mospheric scientists have are particularly difficult to 
reify with contextual cues such as those we have em- 
ployed to provide geographic context. An example 
is how the data in NMC are collected and processed, 
which relates to how they may legitimately be used. 
  he NMC data are collected from numerous sta- 
tions and then integrated with models; hence, a full 
understanding of where the data come from may be 
elusive. The NMC data have a granularity of 2" lati- 
tude x 4" longitude, hence they are quite coarse and 
are somewhat inappropriate to use to report the 
temperature of a city. Yet reporting the temperature 
of a city is exactly what many students do in their 
initial use of these data. This is another example 
where the Climate Visualizer relies on the social sur- 
round, rather than trying to anticipate or limit the 
students' actions. 

The visual representations used in the scien- 
tific community and in the Climate Visualizer are 
sometimes problematic for students as well. For ex- 
ample, high school students are rarely familiar with 
how to read contour maps. This problem exists on 
two levels, first, understanding the significance of 
general patterns within the contour map such as 
densely packed lines, and second, understanding the 
significance of specific contour maps for interpreting 
the data, such as for detecting cyclones using the 
NMC data sets. In addition, students may have dif- 
ficulty understanding the SciV's use of  color^.^ Re- 
search in color perception and cartography indicates 
that varying brightness and saturation inconsistently 
is confusing (Robinson: 1960; Bertin, 1983), yet this 
is done by many color palettes. Further, our percep- 
tion of color is variable, hence we perceive the dif- 
ferences between some colors more intensely than 
others. This can complicate the interpretation of 
SciVs. Finally, the different variables can use colors 
in varying ways. For example, if a student picked a 
rainbow color palette for both the temperature and 
altitude variables, each color is being mapped to 
multiple values. 

When we have encountered students facing 
these difficulties with use of the Climate Visualizer, 
they have been dealt with through learning conver- 

' ~ n  addition to the problems enumerated here, color-blind stu- 
dents would obviously face far more serious problems in mean- 
ingfully interpreting color representations of data. 

sations between the students and individuals, such 
as their teachers or scientists, with more expertise. 
We hope to continue to refine ways in which the 
Climate Visualizer can support these conversations, 
but the need for a social environment that can ef- 
fectively support such learning conversations is clear. 
We turn now to a discussion of the design of class- 
room environments that we believe can optimize op- 
portunities for  social support  of the  Climate 
Visualizer. 

THE CLIMATE VISUALIZER IN THE 
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT 

Achieving authentic scientific practice is a pri- 
mary concern of the Learning Through Collabora- 
tive Visualization Project (CoVis), of which the 
Climate Visualizer is a part (Pea, 1993a). In this sec- 
tion, we describe the environment provided by the 
CoVis classroom and point out how this environ- 
ment supports the enculturation of students into the 
practices of science. We first describe the pedagogi- 
cal approach we have adopted, Project-Enhanced 
Science Learning. This is followed by a description 
of the supports for collaborative work provided by 
the CoVis network testbed and specialized software 
such as the Collaboratory Notebook, a networked 
hypermedia data base that provides support for stu- 
dents in the process of scientific inquiry. Finally, we 
discuss the authenticity of the students' work in this 
environment incorporating the Climate Visualizer, 
in light of the learning-theoretic concept of periph- 
eral participation in communities of practice (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991). 

Project-Enhanced Science Learning 

We envision the use of the Climate Visualizer 
in classrooms using an approach called Project-En- 
hanced Science Learning (PESL) (Ruopp et al., 
1993). In PESL classrooms, students generally work 
on projects that go deeper and extend over longer 
periods of time than most traditional classroom ac- 
tivities. The approach is generally most successful 
when students work on projects that come out of 
their own questions and interests relating to the field 
under study. By starting with questions in which the 
students have a genuine interest, situations that will 
benefit from using the Climate Visualizer can be 
identified. This kind of a situation is considered 
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preferable to one where there is a set curriculum, 
since the students may not find such a curriculum 
motivating, nor is it true to authentic scientific in- 
quiry. 

In the process of working on a project that in- 
cludes refining a research question, obtaining and 
analyzing data (possibly using the Climate Visual- 
izer), and reporting and defending their findings, 
many natural opportunities for cognitive apprentice- 
ships through learning conversations and problem 
solving arise (Collins et al., 1989). These conversa- 
tions can take place among groups of students as 
well as groups consisting of students, teachers, and 
even practicing scientists available through the In- 
ternet (see Network Testbed below). The conversa- 
tions can focus on questions such as the appropriate 
uses of data and visualizations, the meaning of vari- 
ables displayed in the visualizations, and the use of 
evidence to support conclusions. At the workshop 
Keith and Bob took part in, Stan, Gregg, and the 
other teachers and workshop facilitators had created 
an environment where the PESL approach could 
work. 

Projects that involve students' direct partici- 
pation in acquiring data may also help them clarify 
the connection between atmospheric phenomena 
and data, such as that found in the Climate Visu- 
alizer. Student data collection can help by relating 
their experience to data and understanding the 
problem of experimental accuracy. The experien- 
tial nature of data collection can allow for a more 
direct experience and examination of the data. For 
example, when students collect temperature read- 
ings, they are also experiencing the temperature. 
In addition, when students collect data, they need 
to attempt to assess the accuracy and margin of 
error. When the data fail to meet students' expec- 
tations, they must decide whether the data collec- 
tion is faulty or their hypotheses are in error. The 
students' personal stakes in the data could en- 
hance their interest in answering this question 
(Rubin, personal communication; Confrey, 1993). 
The combination of student-collected data and the 
data in the Climate Visualizer within the context 
of projects should prove powerful. In fact, exam- 
ining both student-collected data and data from 
outside sources has been recommended to enrich 
understanding of the relationships between phe- 
nomena, data, and models (Newman and Torzs, 
1991). 

Supports for Collaborative Work 

The work of modern science is seldom an iso- 
lated effort. Science has always included a great deal 
of collaborative work, and today a great deal of this 
collaboration involves people separated over dis- 
tance and time (Finholt and Sproull, 1990; D'Amico 
et al., 1994). Thus, it is appropriate to include a fo- 
cus on collaborative work as part of our efforts to 
help students emulate and critique the practices of 
science. 

Network Testbed 

As part of the CoVis project (Pea, 1993a), stu- 
dents will have access to a number of communica- 
tions media for use in collaborative project work. 
This includes traditional low-bandwidth technologies 
such as e-mail and netnews, and also newer high- 
bandwidth options such as video teleconferencing 
and shared computer screens (see the Appendix for 
technical details and Fish et al., 1992). These media 
provide opportunities for learning conversations that 
extend over time and space, from the two partici- 
pating Illinois high schools to Northwestern Univer- 
sity, to the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at 
University of Illinois/Urbana-Champaign, the Ex- 
ploratorium Science museum in San Francisco, and 
other scientists on the Internet. 

The fact that students in CoVis are gaining ac- 
cess to practicing research scientists is particularly 
important. Practicing atmospheric scientists, who 
otherwise would not be available in the classroom, 
can provide modeling and coaching (Collins et al., 
1989) that goes beyond that available from teachers 
who are not currently doing scientific research in 
these fields. While we do not underestimate the so- 
cial complexities of such encounters, this opportu- 
nity for the students to "talk science" (Lemke, 1990) 
with these scientists should help them gain an un- 
derstanding of how experts analyze and discuss sci- 
entific problems and give them a glimpse into the 
world of scientific research labs. 

Collaboratory Notebook 

The Climate Visualizer is integrated with an 
inscriptional data base, called the Collaboratory 
Notebook, to help students carry out project work 
and appropriate the practices of scientists. The Col- 
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laboratory Notebook provides a shared medium for 
recording and reflecting on scientific inquiry. This 
includes embedding SciVs from the Climate Visual- 
izer and other tools (for instance real-time weather 
maps) with accompanying textual commentary. 
These inscriptions can reference each other in a 
structured hypermedia environment, thus enabling 
collaborative work, competitive argumentation, and 
meaningful negotiation between students engaged in 
a knowledge-building community of inquiry (Edel- 
son and O'Neill, 1993; O'Neill and Gomez, 1993; for 
related work, see Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1991). 

The Collaboratory Notebook supports the pro- 
duction of inscriptions that reference, modify, cri- 
tique, affirm, and extend other inscriptions. The goal 
of this communal data base is to support students' 
efforts to produce inscriptions that do not stand 
alone, but rather refer to the inscriptions of their 
peers and of other scientists. In addition, the com- 
munal data base provides support for the identifica- 
tion of specific forms of scientific argumentation and 
inquiry that relate to one another. Thus, sections can 
be identified as questions, conjectures that attempt 
to answer those questions, evidence for and against 
a conjecture, or plans for some aspect of project 
work such as the construction of a series of SciVs. 
References from one entry to another serve as hy- 
pertextual links; thus, they can be used to retrieve 
the referenced section. This same mechanism is used 
to link SciVs to textual entries. When a SciV is re- 
trieved, it is shown in one of the small static windows 
described above. However, if the student wants to 
alter the SciV it can be activated. This places it in 
the large window, thus making available the full set 
of crafting tools. Hence, the diagrams of these sci- 
entific inscriptions are active, in that the data behind 
them are present and the visual representation of 
the data can be altered to highlight other aspects or 
alternative similar data shown in the same repre- 
sentation. This provides the student commentators 
with a powerful mechanism for checking and re- 
sponding to the results and rhetoric that were ex- 
pressed by their fellow students or scientists. 

The Collaboratory Notebook includes specific 
affordances and mechanisms that support collabora- 
tive work. Each entry is identified by the individual 
or  group that created it. Multiple students can join 
a session to author notes and construct SciVs. Any 
entry can be designated as private to an individual 
or  group or  open to all readers. Thus, individuals 
can keep a private journal on line, groups can keep 

a communal scientific notebook detailing an inquiry, 
and public discussions of general interest issues can 
be held. 

There are a number of open questions con- 
cerning the maintenance of the Collaboratory Note- 
book: Who provides the role of an editor that 
prunes away the detail to allow the major issues to 
shine through? How is consensus developed after 
open debate has been pursued? Like the Climate 
Visualizer, this tool and questions regarding its use 
in science education will be refined through our 
classroom experiences with the CoVis software. 

How Authentic is the Learning Environment to 
Scientific Practice? 

As the above learning environment incorporat- 
ing the Climate Visualizer is put into place, we may 
ask which of its aspects are consistent with authentic 
scientific practice (Brown et al., 1989). Further, what 
problems can we expect to occur in the process of 
leading students into the community of science as 
peripheral members? 

The Climate Visualizer aims for authenticity in 
helping students use SciVs, including the data shown 
and representation used to visualize them (e.g., ras- 
ter images). In order to accomplish this, we have 
deemed it prudent to perform much of the work of 
assembling a SciV, including making default choices 
based on our knowledge of scientific practices so as 
to prevent certain errors, such as nonsensical com- 
binations of data. Errors and inappropriate choices 
made by students could provide for beneficial learn- 
ing conversations and insights, but we have pre- 
vented some of these in hopes of allowing for 
greater emphasis on higher-level issues in the do- 
main, rather than floundering amid details. On the 
other hand, since we recognize that the choices of 
representation to use in viewing data are an impor- 
tant aspect of learning about SciVs, we have allowed 
for greater freedom along some dimensions (e.g., 
the choice of color palette). 

In any scientific endeavor, the kinds of inquiry 
possible are limited by the data and tools available. 
In the Climate Visualizer, we have assembled a cog- 
nitive tool that we believe will support in-depth sci- 
entific inquiry in climatic and meteorological topics, 
but this inquiry will at times be constrained by the 
data we have on-line and the operations we provide. 
Further use of the Climate Visualizer in classroom 
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settings will help inform our future design decisions 
along dimensions such as these. 

Some of the conditions that affect a scientist's 
motivations and ability to pursue scientific research 
are difficult for us to ameliorate directly through de- 
sign of software or activities. Two examples are self- 
regulation of time and financial reward. In most 
schools, students' time is highly regulated by subject 
and broken into very small sections, usually less than 
an hour in length. This is known to be problematic 
for project-oriented science learning (Ruopp et al., 
1993). Students receive no financial compensation 
for their efforts, although they might predict even- 
tual reward. Other motivations differ as well. Scien- 
tists often aim to achieve fame as reward for their 
work. Students rarely achieve notoriety reaching be- 
yond their peers, although for a select few scholar- 
ships and prizes promote them into an elite circle. 
In contrast, scientists have established means of 
gaining fame, many of them revolving around pub- 
lishing their work in journals. If the Collaboratory 
Notebook were widely deployed and questions of 
scale-up successfully addressed, then students too 
might form a community that can provide recogni- 
tion for its members. Finally, scientists are, in gen- 
eral, articulated intellectually, far in advance of most 
students. This manifests itself in extensive knowl- 
edge of areas such as mathematics and the various 
branches of science and a sharp inclination to im- 
merse themselves in intellectual problems. Students 
do not have this base of knowledge nor can we as- 
sume that they have these problem-solving habits. 
The  Climate Visualizer is designed to indirectly 
ameliorate such difficulties by enhancing student ac- 
cessibility- the simplified interface and limited 
control over choice of representations should help 
students who do not have the time, motivation, and 
intellectual background to obtain access to SciV. 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 

In our judgment, scientific visualization can pro- 
vide science students with a vehicle for approaching 
scientific phenomena that have been inaccessible to 
direct experience. Like the microscope, which trans- 
forms minute phenomena into "human-sized" pic- 
tures, SciVs can present data within the frame of a 
computer screen that spans the entire world, the gal- 
axy, or even the universe. Moreover, depending on 
one's purposes, these images can be manipulated, 

they can be magnified in scale, and their underlying 
data can be smoothed or combined with other data. 
The synoptic view provided by such visualizations, 
combined with the capacities of visualization tools for 
exploring the meanings of SciVs by manipulating 
them in structured ways, provides students with a way 
to experience and understand previously obscure phe- 
nomena. As students explore the SciVs and negotiate 
their meanings with fellow students or more expert 
teachers and scientists, their view of the SciVs and 
the physical world they are abstracted from may be 
transformed. Graphical representations of features of 
the physical world or models are observed and named 
through directed investigation and discussion, and the 
connections between the SciV and the originating 
phenomena are explored. In this way, previously in- 
accessible phenomena can be studied through ex- 
ploratory learning and problem-solving learning 
conversations that arise within project investigations. 

It is a fundamental premise of the Learning 
through Collaborative Visualization Project, of which 
the Climate Visualizer is a part, that scaffolded learn- 
ing environments are needed to help students in this 
process of appropriating SciVs for the purposes of 
engagement and learning of science. These scaffold- 
ings may be provided in part by designed properties 
of the human-computer interface; in our case, con- 
siderable knowledge engineering work with scientific 
experts in the atmospheric sciences led us to acknow- 
ledge the tacit knowledge that they utilize in working 
with existing visualization software tools that we then 
needed to build into the software as front-end con- 
straints, or scaffolds, to support student choice of 
meaningful operations. SciVs can become meaning- 
less when their explanatory context is missing or  
through inappropriate operations. The Climate Visu- 
alizer described in this paper assists the student by 
placing the foreground SciVs into a background of 
supporting and linked representations, while provid- 
ing for the specification and execution of structured 
manipulations and operations. 

The design of such a learning environment de- 
mands a multidisciplinary team. In particular, the 
practices of scientists must be observed and analyzed 
in a process similar to the observations of a sociolo- 
gist. In addition, the construction of the software ar- 
tifact draws on expertise in computer science, 
human-computer interactions and graphics design, 
and subject matter expertise. Once built, the soft- 
ware needs to be evaluated by students and teachers 
within classrooms, thus employing the skills of edu- 
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cators and social scientists. Increasingly, team ap- 
proaches of this kind are required to build learning 
and work environments that incorporate cognitive 
technologies based on expert practice. We believe 
such collaborative efforts are necessary to the suc- 
cessful design of learning environments that attempt 
to enculturate students into scientific communities. 
The Climate Visualizer has benefited from the mu- 
tual interaction of experts in all of the above fields. 

Scaffolding support in science learning envi- 
ronments must also be social in nature, since the 
technology is foremost an interpreted artifact, whose 
patterns of use and range of appropriateness are de- 
termined in communities of practitioner use. The as- 
semblage of a networked community of students, 
teachers, and scientists connected by the shared 
goals of the Collaborative Visualization Project pro- 
vides the opportunity to promote and evaluate the 
use of SciVs as inscriptions in pursuit of distributed 
scientific inquiry. The six teachers participating in 
this phase of the CoVis Project are each attempting 
to use project-enhanced science learning to encour- 
age more in-depth student inquiry and to determine 
the nature of the social support for creating project 
teams, distributed learning groups, and fostering stu- 
dents' conceptual learning in this subject domain. 
The members of the CoVis community have at their 
disposal the Climate Visualizer and its surrounding 
social and technological environment in support of 
these efforts. A keen awareness of the role of in- 
scriptions and their use in negotiating meaning can 
benefit this community. For example, by using the 
Collaboratory Notebook, reviewers (whether peers, 
teachers, o r  mentors) can access students' or scien- 
tists' arguments along with the SciVs they employed. 
In critiquing these arguments, the SciVs can be re- 
inspected, their data analyzed differently, and the 
reviewers' comments and their SciVs entered into 
the same hypermedia web. Hence, with the integra- 
tion of collaborative learning software and SciV 
tools and data, we have sought to provide explicit 
support for the interactional negotiation of meaning 
around inscriptions by scientists and students. We 
look forward to examining how students engaged in 
this environment for day-to-day classroom activities 
are able to appropriate SciVs using the affordances 
that have been designed. 

There remain a number of directions for fu- 
ture work. For instance, even though this is already 
a substantial challenge, given the magnitude of such 
data, the Climate Visualizer focuses only on SciVs 

of climatic data sets. We believe the educational 
community could greatly benefit from the design of 
learning environments for other domains. Some in- 
vestigative work along these lines is already under- 
way (Greenberg et al., 1993; Koker and Rowe, 1993; 
Weather Underground, 1993), including another 
CoVis Project-developed weather visualizer (Fish- 
man and D'Amico, 1993). A more ambitious longer- 
term goal is a domain-independent framework for 
facilitating access to a wide variety of scientific data 
sets. However, further work is required to under- 
stand the commonalities and differences between 
domains. Further, we have attempted to scaffold 
several process functions within the Climate Visual- 
izer, but have not at this stage of our work scaf- 
folded motivation o r  problem-solving strategies 
directed specifically a t  climatology. Future re- 
searchers might find ways to build support for such 
goals more directly into their learning environments. 
One promising direction for this is to provide 
"macrocontexts" for the students' activity, similar to 
the Jasper series of the Cognition and Technology 
Group at Vanderbilt University (Cognition and 
Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990, 1992). 

The explicit goal of our work with the Climate 
Visualizer and future extensions is to make the com- 
munity of science and its means of discourse acces- 
sible to a much broader group of people. The proper 
subject of science is the understanding of our physi- 
cal world. Coupled with this understanding comes 
an informed ability to choose where and how to ef- 
fect change to this environment. Recent advances in 
remote-sensing technology and its deployment are 
enabling the acquisition of increasingly detailed de- 
scriptions of our environment (Zorpette, 1993). If 
this information can be broadly distributed and un- 
derstood, it could have a profound impact on the 
decisions we make. Unfortunately, the knowledge 
required to understand these data sets is often quite 
tacit and accessible to only small communities of sci- 
entists. The Climate Visualizer represents an at- 
t empt  t o  make  m o r e  of this  tacit  scient if ic  
knowledge explicit and to provide powerful visuali- 
zation affordances, thus lowering the "entrance fee" 
to the scientific community and its new lenses for 
understanding the physical world. Similarly, with the 
integrated use of the Collaboratory Notebook with 
the Climate Visualizer, we seek to scaffold the social 
interchanges involving use and interpretation of 
SciVs that are essential to entering into the language 
game of scientific visualization. 
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Given the promise we hope to have demon- 
strated that these new tools hold for science educa- 
tion, achieved by using increasingly accessible 
high-performance computer and communications 
technologies, we encourage others to join our efforts 
in helping students experience nature and its inter- 
pretation through the artifice of scientific visualiza- 
tion and jointly construct knowledge through 
collaborative communication tools. 
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APPENDIX: TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF 
THE CLIMATE VISUALIZER AND CoVIS 
ENVIRONMENT 

A technical description of the Climate Visual- 
izer is provided in order to more fully characterize 
it, to discuss design trade-offs, and to indicate the 
amount of effort that went into its creation. 

The Climate Visualizer runs on the Apple 
Macintosh computer and was written in Apple's im- 
plementation of Common Lisp using the CLOS 
standard. Currently, the data sets for the Climate 
Visualizer are retrieved from a hard disk shared with 
a Sun Microsystem UNIX computer. If the re- 
quested data set is not present, a remote shell com- 
mand is executed via the TCPIIP network protocol 
to the Sun in order to retrieve the data set from the 
CD-ROM. The appropriate scientific visualizations 
are then performed by a commercial application 
called Spyglass Transform; this application is con- 
trolled through the use of Apple Events. The visu- 
al izat ions a r e  then impor ted  t o  the  Climate 

Visualizer, which displays them to the user. In ad- 
dition, the data set itself is imported so the values 
can be easily queried. While the visualizations are 
stored in files, the textual entries are stored and re- 
trieved from an Oracle relational data base, thus 
providing multiple-reader, single-writer access. 

The two technologies enabling collaboration 
with experts through high-speed two-way video links 
and shared computer displays are called Cruiser and 
Timbuktu. Cruiser is a video teleconferencing sys- 
tem, developed by Bellcore that runs over publicly 
available ISDN phone lines. Timbuktu is a commer- 
cial program from Farrallon that enables two com- 
puters  t o  sha re  one  screen, with full edi t ing 
capabilities, across a distance, again over commer- 
cial phone lines. We have Cruiser stations next to 
CoVis computers running Timbuktu in our  class- 
rooms at the two high schools, in labs at Northwest- 
ern, and in the offices of our project partners at the 
University of IllinoisIUrbana-Champaign's Depart- 
ment of Atmospheric Sciences and the Explorato- 
rium Science Museum in San Francisco, California. 

As the above architecture illustrates, we have 
attempted to build our efforts on top of standard 
tools and platforms whenever possible, thus provid- 
ing for quick development and later scale-up. How- 
ever, with these prepackaged tools also come 
limitations. For example, Spyglass Transform does 
not support three-dimensional data sets. Another 
current limitation is that we presently only support 
the NMC data sets. 
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